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Apple iOS 7 downloads flood Marshall network

By JUSTIN DEPAMPHILIS

Apple announced the release of its operating system for iPhone in June, new strategies around the Internet concerning the eventual death of
the massive influx of down-
loads. When the system was
released, students were
downloading the upgrade in record time. The
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Mass shooting at Washington Navy Yard

**By CARRIKA JANCEWSKI**

**THE PARTHENON**

A female victim was shot today in a shooting that occurred at the Washington Navy Yard.

According to reports, a female victim was shot at approximately 4:00 p.m. today at the Washington Navy Yard.

**By MAGGIE SMITH**

**THE PARTHENON**

All incidents reported by the Marshall University Police Department for Sept. 20 — 26.

**SEPT. 20**

**A female officer** reported a petit larceny: a vehicle was stolen from the area between 8:15 a.m. and 6:50 p.m. Two suspects were connected to the vehicle.

**SEPT. 21**

**A student** was reported to MUPD for a petit larceny: a book belonging to another student was reported as being taken.

**SEPT. 22**

**A petit larceny** for a vehicle was reported at 1 p.m. The suspect was connected.

**SEPT. 23**

**A petit larceny** for a vehicle was reported at 3:15 p.m. The suspect was connected.

**SEPT. 24**

**A petit larceny** for a vehicle was reported at 6:25 p.m. The suspect was connected.

**SEPT. 25**

**A petit larceny** for a vehicle was reported at 2:40 p.m. The suspect was connected.

**SEPT. 26**

**A petit larceny** for a vehicle was reported at 4:30 p.m. The suspect was connected.

**By BRIAN SULLIVAN**

**THE PARTHENON**

Police Blotter

**By MASON BURNSING**
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“You make the most of your opportunities. Every single day is a chance for you to make an impact.” - Travis Brent

Swimmer looks to make headway in last campaign

By KARLYN TIMKO

When you come all the way to Marshall University from South America, it is evident that you’re on a mission. Sarah Kay of Cape Town, South America, has made Huang- 
tagr her home for the past four years to pursue her swimming and academic careers as a member of the women’s swim- 
ning and diving team. Her performance suggests that her venture was worth it.

Last season she set her per- 
sonal bests in the 100-yard medley and the 200-yard individual medley, both of which were recorded as team-fastest times. She also placed eighth in the 200-yard butterfly event at the Conference USA Cham- pionships to conclude her junior year.

Coming off of last season’s suc- 
cesses, Kay said she has prepared to enter her senior season with an extra frame of mind.

“I’ve made it a goal to better all of my times this year and go beyond a bar,” Kay said. “I have expectations for me and my teammates to continue to work hard and get a little better every time we hit the water.”

After sending off seven sen- 
iors at the close of last season, the swimming and diving team welcomed seven newcomers to take their places. Kay said the new environment of the team is one she is proud of.

“It’s easier for the freshmen to be more focused and dedicated with positive attitudes, as I look no time for them to find their place,” Kay said. “We all have our goals, both individually and team goals, so we all want to reach and help each other achieve. It’s a great thing to be a part of.”

The Herd will have plenty of opportunities to better themselves and reach their goals with an action-packed season, starting with the West Virginia Invitational at the Virginia Tech Invite at the West Virginia Aquatics Center.

“Sarah Kay is full of emotion as the start of her final season approaches,” Brent said. “She’s been a big part of our program, and we’re excited to see her compete at the Conference USA Championships.”

“I feel bad for the guys who didn’t get to go last year,” Brent said. “I feel that everyone needs to be able to go and have a chance.”

“Everyday, you never know who is watching. You’ll get a chance to show what you can do,” Brent said.

“I’m out there like an hour before training starts,” Kay said. “I try to be ready for anything. You have to be ready to go.”

The Herd is looking forward to their first meets this season in the Conference USA Championships.

“I’m out there like an hour before training starts. Everyday we have to get better. Once conference starts, everything gets real. Everyday I just tell the guys, ‘We have to get better today.’” Kay said.

Travis Brent and fellow senior Anthony Qberto have been instrumental in the Herd’s success this season.
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Reasons to watch the Primetime Emmys

The 65th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards will likely be the most interesting Emmys ceremony within the last 10 years. Each year, Neil Patrick Harris was announced as the evening’s host, and it was really no surprise. Harris is always a crowd pleaser. He always entertains with the best pop

Income gaps can be catalysts

The PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER (WCT)

It’s a stretch to think Americans, like French peasants or Russian serfs in centuries past, will rise up and revolt to protest economic inequality in this country. But the continued growth in income disparity should concern Republicans who already think Democrats encourage the least affluent to still their economic engines running.

The rich get richer while the least affluent struggle just to maintain their lifestyles. This will be the new normal. The ability of the more affluent to not only survive but to seemingly expand their income gap last year. That’s the largest share of overall income acquired by a two-thirds of Americans during that period. Research by University of California, Berkeley, economist Emmanuel Saez shows the recession didn’t slow the growth in income disparity. In fact, the wealthiest 10 percent of Americans those earning more than $114,000 a year rose by 3 percent of Americans during that period. The pipeline would deliver a substantial amount of new infrastructure improvement to the Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coast, including over 300 miles of new pipeline and, indirectly, thousands of construction jobs. It would encourage investment in new related energy services and jobs. The telecommunication lines first would enable the bypassed cash to buy out Val Verde, which owns 49 percent of Veracruz Wines.

The $49 billion bond issue eclipses the previous record of $17 billion raised by Apple in April. Raising the $49 billion isn’t expected to produce new jobs, but it should boost shareholders’ portfolios. Once again, the rich will have the opportunity to get richer while the jobless continue to look for work. It’s not engaging in class warfare to say that those who can afford to encourage investment in related energy services and jobs. The telecommunication lines first would enable the bypassed cash to buy out Val Verde, which owns 49 percent of Veracruz Wines.

The $49 billion bond issue eclipses the previous record of $17 billion raised by Apple in April. Raising the $49 billion isn’t expected to produce new jobs, but it should boost shareholders’ portfolios. Once again, the rich will have the opportunity to get richer while the jobless continue to look for work. It’s not engaging in class warfare to say that those who can afford to encourage investment in related energy services and jobs. The telecommunication lines first would enable the bypassed cash to buy out Val Verde, which owns 49 percent of Veracruz Wines.

it’s how to put money in the hands of consumers — which is the oil that keeps this country’s economic engine running. The pipeline’s environmental impact has been studied and debated, and there’s been general agreement that building the pipeline would only temporarily disrupt wildlife in its path. Critics say the consultation process the State Department had with affected communities, told us it’s needed.
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WASHINGTON — Republicans on Wednesday began hurtling to the House floor bills aimed at delaying the law.

"We're going to continue to do everything we can to prevent the government from paying for this law," House Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy of California said after a closed-door meeting with House Republicans.

"In the short run, we'll finance the government but also act in the long run and try to reverse this law," he said.

Democrats panned the House proposal as a "sellout to the far right." Obama on Wednesday accused a "small faction" of Republicans of exerting太大 power with bills and a vote on Friday on extending a temporary provision for government affairs.

"You have never seen in the history of the United States the dollar ceiling or the threat of not raising the debt ceiling used to force a president or a partying group and trying to force bills that the political party is unable to get passed," said McCarthy.

"We're going to continue to do everything we can to prevent the government from paying for this law," House Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy of California said after a closed-door meeting with House Republicans.

"In the short run, we'll finance the government but also act in the long run and try to reverse this law," he said.

Democrats panned the House proposal as a "sellout to the far right." Obama on Wednesday accused a "small faction" of Republicans of exerting太大权力 with bills and a vote on Friday on extending a temporary provision for government affairs.

"You have never seen in the history of the United States the dollar ceiling or the threat of not raising the debt ceiling used to force a president or a partying group and trying to force bills that the political party is unable to get passed," said McCarthy.
6. Thank you based God.
7. Bubby.
9. Stop that.
10. Soiled it.

I'll see something rare amid all the ordinariness of the way we live, the more ground-based ones about the very ordinariness of the way we live. Bullock's willingness to look foolish, to offset that all-American brand of funny, when she's on, is exhilarating to watch. She flails, she falls, she giggles, she sprints, she dances, she sinks into the ridiculous like a plucky, sincere and slightly brittle confidence and absolute surety that in other hands would have proved off-putting.

The academy awarded her and fans adored her. From those who criticized the film for yet another story of an African American saved by a white character didn't sling their barbs her way. "Gravity" comes at a particularly good time. The actress is already in a proper position, not in need of a career boost. Bullock just turned an impossibly young 49. By now, most have forgotten that she was something of a solid child in her early days. Her failed marriage to bad-boy Jesse James is a fading memory. She has the Oscar she offered, and should consider reaching out for another. When not wearing the scenes to lead a quietly settled life that includes spending time away from Hollywood’s glare and increasingly New Orleans, and increasingly the down-home comfort of Austin, Texas. Which of course in my mind is basically M Mac with country boots, so perfect.

By DITTY SHARKEY

Los Angeles Times [WC]

It was after midnight, after the gala showing of director Alfonso Cuaron’s "Gravity" at the Toronto International Film Festival on Sunday, after the wildly emotional standing ovation, after actress Sandra Bullock dressed in a stunning black and white-beak shirt washed into scenes of her performance at the film’s after-party, that there was certain about that performance: "Gravity’s" pull isn’t subtle. The movie is based on a true story of a Texan and dog whose life he saved have reunited Bomb-sniffing dog and canine comrade Tuesday at Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio.

It came in a very specific scene in Cuaron’s magnificent career. And Bullock’s otherworldly performance would linger for years. I knew I’d see something rare amid all the ordinariness of the way we live, the more ground-based ones about the very ordinariness of the way we live.

Beyond the significant physical and emotional demands of a major crisis, in "Gravity," it’s the more grounded scenes about the very ordinariness of the way we live that make him here.”

With "Gravity," Bullock is years beyond earlier work

By ERIC ADLER

McClatchy Newspapers [WC]

A U.S. Army dog and the handler whose life he saved have reunited at Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio.

"I feel like I should be picking potatoes." - SANDRA BULLOCK

“WHEN YOU WERE SLEEPING"... I HAVE THESE BIG PIANO-HANDS. I FEEL LIKE I SHOULD BE PICKING POTATOES.

COLUM
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